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Introduction

This research paper submitted as a doctoral thesis at the Faculty of History and Philosophy of the University "Babes-Bolyai" in Cluj-Napoca originates in questions and feverishness which characterized the early years of our diplomatic career. During the period 2000-2002, I was part of cabinet structure of the Romanian foreign minister and as a young diplomat we always hit hard issues in those years of Romania's accession to the European Union and NATO.

The diplomatic documents feverish preparations and Romania’s position documents through the voice and the person of the foreign affairs minister had to compile, and to present, respectively, we were always confronted with the impact of the stereotypes that came as a feed-back from western offices, welcoming many times, distressingly scattered with common places and stereotypes, some more or less fueled by Romania’s recent developments in the world. Anxieties caused reflection, reflections encouraged documentation and without having anything planned, taking advantage of a series of institutional coincidence which led me to decide that my meditations should be channeled in a more coherent way. This was the way the project of my research papers was born. I managed to bring this project to its final end by making out between two diplomatic missions in which I represented the interests of Romania, to the Holy See and in Dublin.

We initially estimated that it is going to be rather easy to perceive the recent evolution of Romanian constants under a European context of, but I was to find out that, as I was making progress with my readings, that in order to demolish many of the stereotypes that fuel public consciousness in our country, that matter also for us, "the elsewhere " a serious inclination meant to reflect the multi century becoming trend is highly needed, and that just a century or two of epidermal troubles cannot suffice. It is quite obvious that diplomatic strategies have made us believe that it is worth dedicating research to trends familiar to us from the professional point of view, which actually led to the title provided to the present research. The instruments which are being used by diplomacy are being nourished more than in other field of central administration by the historical past which also represents Romania’s connection within official contacts with third parties. It is for this precise reason that Romanian diplomacy through its specific mechanisms related to the art of representation, but also by what is defined as being the most recent public diplomacy is based on the Romanian DNA historically built as being fed up by vital lymph which is fueled by national history.

Romanian diplomacy is a rather recent reality, born under a liberal-secular context which characterized the nineteenth century, but what we call the diplomatic discourse that has become Romanian paladin even when it was a multi party one in the historical provinces, it sometimes functioned inorganic, sometimes organic, but not always under a political key it is much older. Whether messengers noted in history for having protected the ancestral land by risking their lives, nuncios and even popes who Apostolic bound that aggregate Romanian countries under a global unit overlapping Europe (Western Christianity it is known as Christianitas), the princes who pay with their life the identification with national values in an international context (Orthodox Brâncoveni) the so called "diplomacy" avant la lettre is nevertheless being visible and incentive for those who today would still have doubts or doubt about a project typical of Romania. True enough, currently, in the present context such a vision is relatively upset by economic issues, but there is a tectonic becoming of the Romanian nation that diplomacy will reflect and certainly record in the future destiny to really serve the Romanian cause.
Therefore we chose to give our research work a diachronic aspect in order to catch the trend of our becoming statehood by reference to other political and institutional forms of association in Europe. Therefore, diplomatic discourse did not merely consist of the high society rhetoric as a cliché of the nineteenth century, but it mattered also in the sustainable construction made by mutual accommodation between the political structuring and small or large states of a political position taken by ambition and solidarity based on the aggregation of linguistic and cultural homogeneity and anthropological destiny. Taking advantage of an updated bibliography I realized that during the millennial building the Romanian statehood, there have been countless moments when this statehood, whether in embryo at the beginning and then as a politic body and more stable state, even if tripartite, it was confronted with positive or negative elements friendly or aggressive around our territories, or with publicly assumed sovereignty entities over the entire known world.

All these moments are being defined under the term diplomacy, peace or war diplomacy for the term diplomacy originates in the Greek verb diplôn (a doubt) referring to folding parchment and then further on used for all written instruments known as diplomatic sources which have sanctioned political collision between them and the peace contrasting results reached. In so far as the term discourse is concerned, we meant to it to be used as close as possible to the Latin wording discursus – discurrere, with the meaning of flowing, of passing by. It is about the content of the present thesis that passes through the entire number of reports of our country in its difficult history from the point of view of the political and legal content typical of our continent.

**Exordium historiographical**

Our country’s qualification as a member of the European Union is an event that looked at from a short-term perspective, can be seen as a result of a negotiation process carried out with skill and dedication on the basis of historical and cultural baggage with social and economic reverberations that Romania has owned and activated when it stated its desire to be reattached to the proto-family structure of nations which the European Union is. The urging approach almost close to identification, between the European Union and Romania in the long run, mention must be made of some differences from the point of view of the degree of civilization reached, where the coexistence of asynchronic civilization was the hardest obstacle for our country becoming mainland, be it political, religious, economic or cultural.

We mean to evaluate and interpret this trend of becoming just in the long term, in which, as the aggregation and then modernizing the Romanian state, political actors have felt the increasing need to become attached to a co-natural form of existence and operation which is our continent. Definitely, what we say is beyond a geographical convention. Our continent is not a simple sum of landforms of conventional uniform qualifications, but it is proposed as one of the most sophisticated, if not the most sophisticated civilization historically speaking polycentric structure and multinational in the last half century, that tends to weld a functional corpus of political aspirations, achievements civilization and economic progress under the dimension of mutual accommodation.

We shall therefore use our research resources for the interpretation and evaluation of the European dimension of belonging to the European aspirations of Romanian diplomacy. We shall take into account the fact that although the modern concept of diplomacy was generated during the definition of international relations (the XVIth century) and that the component parts of the present Romania have not had a topical determination to settle them in Central Europe, yet they have registered with the continent’s eastern edge tensions and very often they were the crucible of the
most exciting experiments for the one who is willing to read the real history of Europe and not only compendia summarizing what has happened schematically. For the purpose of the above stated aspects, I should like to mention professor’s Cesare Alzate plea that, in a European context, not very favorable for the Romanian institutional route, published in 1998 in Cluj-Napoca, the book entitled “At the Heart of Europe”. Religious history studies regarding the Romanian space unquestionably demonstrate how the Romanian space in all its local expressions represented a microcosm in which all European experiences of XVIth and XVIIth centuries, defining these areas as the heart of Europe are found. Quite relevant is the fact that while all Europe was ravaged by religious wars, and even the Romanian Countries and Transylvania with their rigid system of political and religious nations from which Romanians were excluded, managed to be and to provide a fertile conceptual ground for confrontation for various political and religious experiments. In fact both professor Alzate and other foreign authors (I would mention here the illustrious Romanian modern American historian Keith Hitchins) highlighted how although politically divided, economically exploited, treated with ease on the political map of the European powers during pre-modern and modern periods, but even in the contemporary one, the Romanian Countries and their elites despite contextual deviations, have always emphasized substantive commitment to European civilization model (in its many versions, aspects and mirrors). Hence, the modern era with its well known appetite for nations’ consolidation made it possible for the elite in Transylvania, Wallachia or Moldovia to “drink” from European ideologies aimed at overcoming the previous structuring and classification within a generous nation concept of all those using the same language, constantly and consistently living the same space and building life projects with similar aspirations. Out of this period, the Romanian diplomacy constantly followed according to the various regimes in Europe, the trend of Romania’s state becoming a member of the European states, which by the mechanism of civilization are being defined as such. The turnover was not an easy one and it was strewn with obstacles of various kinds. The evolution of the past 150 years finally placed Romania on Europe’s orbit and Romanian diplomacy has sought resources and has fought for profiling our country among other nations with the potential on the continent. Since Mihail Kogălniceanu, passing on to Nicolae Titulescu, Grigore Gafencu and reaching to the past two decades of foreign affairs portofolio holders, Romanian diplomacy at the level of public discourse asserted beyond any doubt Romania’s European profile and the need to share the set of European values and also to actively and creatively contribute to maintaining and developing a project that has become common to the family of nations that find in the peaceful cooperation, their mutual understanding and the most profound root of their state construction.

Permanently, the arguments and ideas in store that the Romanian diplomacy could turn to were treasured by its history. Gradually, as the historiography advanced, the diplomatic argumentation lost its initial schematization and became increasingly ever more documented and incisive supporting the connection of Romanian territories to the European circuit of values and exchange values with practical matters that can not be tainted by artificial theoretical constructions. For this reason we shall endeavor on a trip to the field of the springs that underlie and certify the connection between Romania’s history and the development of the material and spiritual culture of other European nations.

Roots of Romanian diplomacy European identity assertion – the Middle Ages and the Pre-modern period

The Romanization process is defined as the process of symbiosis and ethno-linguistic and cultural synthesis between natives and newcomers, by means of which Roman civilization permeates all departments of life of a province, and finally results in replacing the language spoken by the
subject population with the Latin language. The process of the institutionalization of the Roman structures, their being translated on Dacia’s territory is an important step in a fundamental and irreversible process, unfolded in the Carpathian-Danubian-Pontic land which underlies the formation and emergence of the Romanian people on the history arena.

As a whole, the indigenous peoples’ Romanization was a large-scale historical process and huge consequences, comparable in its significance to the third-second millennium BC Indo-European one and to the one of peoples’ migrations in the first millennium AD.

In general, the Romanization removed the differences between natives and Romans in the field of material culture, of political and religious life, and Latin emerged as the only language of communication in an ethnically very diverse environment. The more advanced stage of historical evolution of some European populations, significantly influenced the Roman culture and civilization, greatly facilitated the assimilation of Roman provincial way of life.

Just like in the case of other provinces, also in the case of Dacia, the notion of "Romanization" includes two fundamental sides of the same single process:

1) Colonization of Geto-Dacian territory with Latin-Romanized population, coming from all over the Roman Empire, i.e. the colonization Romanization.

2) Assimilation of natives Geto-Dacians, to the extent in which they adopted the Latin language, have learned how provincial Roman life, customs and Roman civilization took over, thus changing their ethnic mentality and very being.

In Dacia, the Romanization process, under both aspects above mentioned, was fully possible to become a reality documentary demonstrated and demonstrable reattaching these territories to a unit with political-religious institution represented by the Emperor and Capitoline triad.

Roman Dacia relied on a homogeneous and responsive ethno-cultural background, on local people, who reached a high level of civilization, fact which facilitated the assimilation process. The Romans, thus managed to introduce, although somehow somewhat unevenly across the entire Dacian territory, the social relations conceived in Latium, their own forms of political, military and administrative organization, their culture and their civilization, the Latin language, in a word the whole system of organization and provincial Roman way of life.

Regarding the issue of Christianity spread and its forms of organization adopted in Romania, (the way they may be encountered today in the light of the new historical archaeological and epigraphic research), we want to mention, from the very beginning that the Romanian Christianity is very old; it has been a truism quite well reflected in the tradition of our Church, that according to traditions transmitted by ecclesiastical historian Eusebius, in our parties, in Scythia Minor (Dobrogea) St. Andrew, the Apostle himself, preached. Secondly, we should like to emphasize that the research made on Romanian origins of Christianity has been a constant concern of our laymen and Ecclesiastes historians because it was closely related to demonstrating our ethnic continuity on the land on which we are today, one of the arguments in favor of Romanism, in sui generis diplomacy for the past 300 years and more. For us to be able to prove our uninterrupted existence on this territory during the period of peoples’ migrations has become a crucial and important scientific task since Hungarian or German or Slavic historians from the former Habsburg Empire claimed that Romania was cleared of domestic inhabitants, that an empty space (vacuum) had been produced and this very "vacuum" was filled with ethnic Slavs, Huns, Avars and other nations, and later was to be filled by the Hungarian and the German peoples. This biased theory has been a battle horse of many pre-war, interwar, postwar and even current generations of diplomats (when
requested by the extremist trends in various countries in Central and Eastern Europe) when they are looking for explanations for the occupation of large parts of Romania’s territory by the Slavs, Hungarians and Germans. The Christianity adopted by Daco-Romans became an argument in favor of the ethnic continuity, because it occurred at a certain moment as a feature of Greco-Roman world and civilization, and in this respect, it also became a characteristic of the Daco-Roman population, that received this civilization in its very early days. Therefore any trace of Christianity in our country may be attributed, first, to the native population, not to migrants, because they were more difficult and much later Christianized. Thirdly, we want to emphasize that the spread of Christianity on Romanian territory and its preservation over time was made in close connection with the Byzantine Empire. The Empire Capital transferred to Constantinople became a few decades after the withdrawal of military authority and the late Roman Dacia III (year 275), the only political force that could impose the East to the migrants. Taking himself to be de jure the heir of the former Roman Empire, the Constantine’s Empire, and then Justinian's Empire inquired about the Lower Danube region which had, in fact, of great strategic importance for the fate of the provinces in the Balkan Peninsula and even for the capital itself. The Danube border breakthrough meant the penetration inside the empire of the wave of migrating populations and the endangering of the inhabitants’ peaceful life.

In fact, Christianity, as Nicolae Iorga put it was a rescue and a replacement for the Roman Empire onto the Dacian-Roman lands, thus preserving the essential elements of Romanism: its spirituality, language, way of life.

If developments of the Ist - Vth centuries have forged proto-Romanian characteristics with its Daco-Roman DNA, the Middle Ages represents the historical stage in which are being built the institutions which characterize the living and the organization structures of the Romanian communities. If we were to speak in terms of human ages, the Middle Ages merges childhood, adolescence and early maturing stage, forming the clot of what will be the Romanian that in the dawn of modernity will know to gather its forces together with the other peoples of Europe in order to claim a place in the concert of European nations.

If there is Europe today and if today it is claimed to be a unitary matrix for many diverse families as national way of expression, it is so, because it was formed in the Middle Ages. It is not by mere chance said that French Emperor Charlemagne made the first European coordination of the various families of the populations dwelling in Europe. He may have made spontaneously, without much meditation, but that spontaneity had risen from a humus which means the primitive array of European civilization. The fact that the subjugation of the churlish reached as far as the western border of Romania today shows that the bowing of civilization has spread to these areas and the attempts aimed at Renovatio Empires also took into account the western Romanian border. Besides, we must also add that if the Roman Empire had turned the Mediterranean into "Mare Nostrum", the core of their structure of civilization, after Catholic or Orthodox missions, Charlemagne will rethink the center of gravity of the Empire at the navel of Europe, from now onwards actually starting the political career of the concept of Europe which for a millennium will be seeking to expand politically up to the political correspondence with geography.

What we customarily, but improperly, call Middle Ages, that so called" during the middle" (expression used by Italian humanists for the first time in the second half of the fifteenth century, in order to designate the interim period between Antiquity and Renaissance) is in our history the period of about a millennium long, during which names feudal organization, feudalism, the medieval era are still being used. The most comprehensive, most flexible and appropriate formula is the medieval times, which designates all terms used for the Romanian civilization during the
period of the VIIIth–XVIIIth centuries: structures, institutions, spirituality, daily life on all social scales and foreign relations.

According to a generally accepted opinion of our historiography, it is the eighth century that stands for Romania’s early medieval period. This initial limit could be approximated by the results provided by the archaeological research, which proved the existence of a unified civilization in the Carpatho-Danubian-Pontic area. Starting with the eighth century, another social image was outlined, the private property arises, and fortified building settlements show up and stand to be associated with the existence of local leaders, raised within brotherhoods. Broadly speaking, a new historical era is about to be foreshadowed.

In keeping with the most judicious opinion, the end of the Romanian medieval times is considered to be placed in the second half of the sixteenth century, when from a political point of view, the first coherent and palpable elements of Romanian conscious are looming (self or national names are less relevant) in the sense of solidarity and not just based on the conceptual elements of material routine or for the sake of the balance of the war. From other points of view that, of course, correspond to the Marxist vision, the Middle Ages melts into modernity when the issues of the abolition of feudalism and the old regime arise and the prospects are for a new social order in the Romania are being suggested but it is an economic and sociological way of motivation that can not strike so strong the continuous trend in Romanian’s solidarity built on linguistic-cultural and political bases.

In fact, today’s Europe long-way towards its present identity begins with the dissolution of its Christianity of Roman origin, whose echoes have survived to this day. Among Christianitas, the Medieval Empire further transformed into Roman - German Empire, and in modern times into the Habsburg Empire and the Byzantine Commonwealth it is being detached with normative value and personal identity, Europe not only geographically, but also as an anthropological and civilization horizon.

It is in this crucible of aspirations and forms of organization that stands out little by little, the Romanian political organization, marginal when compared to the above grandiose formulas mentioned above and therefore subject to great labor, practically permanently crushing an institutional structure of formulas and external means of reporting. The Xth–XIIIth century Romanian society was confronted with the last (third in chronological order) wave of migratory peoples: the Hungarians (Magyars), the Pechenegs, and the Tatar-Mongols Cumans. If the Hungarians mainly influenced the situation in Transylvania, others have influenced the evolution of Romanian society in the southern Eastern Carpathians.

The most obvious pressure exerted by the Hungarian kingdom (in fact the toughest diplomatic disputes of the Roman world was always in Hungary) that since the XIth century begins a slow leak, led by tribal heads and then by the aristocracy autonomous central power towards Transylvania, with more serious implications in the XIVth century in the Romanian Country and in Moldavia.

There was a force that opposed the unscheduled but permanent outpouring of Hungarians towards Transylvania. That was Rome, the Rome of popes’ jurists in the thirteenth and fourteenth-centuries who have claimed parts of Transylvania and parts of institutions in their own benefit. In fact mention must be made of one thing, that recent diplomacy forgets, but which must not be forgotten, i.e. that if the Romanians enter the history of medieval Europe, this is due also to the interest the above mentioned have shown to Romanians.
Even though indirectly, not to mention it by an ethnonym, Innocent III refers to the Principality Belle (probably Bâlea) in 1205 and we may state that we also owe it to him when it comes to the famous episode of the Teutonic people coming to the Country of Birsha, a point that some consider to be the stimulating element of Transylvania’s colonization by the Saxons.

Having reached this far, we should dwell a little more on a fact of great importance, which shows how our country came into the sight of the most important actors of the time, thus attaching itself to Christianity, and to Europe, respectively, by, practical legal means specific to what was known at that time as the pontifical formula. This is the first trial in an international court that bears an effect upon the current territory of Romania. It is a trial that was carried out at the Pontifical Court of Rome in 1235. The trail that had as defendant priests the bishop of Transylvania and the dean of Barsa, had two stages the ordinary hearing and the call. We know only the ordinary hearing but we do not know the call because some documents were not kept. However on the occasion of the ordinary hearing we make a record of an extraordinary new nature so far unreported till 2009 in our historiography. The ordinary hearing was blocked as Richwinus, the solicitor-procurator of Catholic Church who ruled in favor of winning the rights by the dean of Barsa Country, a structure directly dependent on the Holy See, Richwinus noting that ”according to documents in the Church archive that land belongs to the Holy See”. Here is an extraordinary information irrelevant for the large Romanian public, that the Romanian territory appears to have been claimed directly by the Holy See.

It is not by chance that in this regard, two elements are being raised, one of narrative structure and another one of a diplomatic type, confirming that the Romanian structure: it is a statement made somewhere in a mercantile manual in the Siena region (Italy), which describes the realities of the world known by these traders. When they come to mention the Hungarian province they speak about ”two great generation” who are Romanians (brown) and Vlachs (valathi) with two ruling powers. The document may be dating back to 1314 and sets back with more than a century the date of the humanist term Romanian (brown) belonging to Pope Pius IIId (Enea Silvio Piccolomini). The text in itself is fabulous since before there was a diplomatic body meant to represent Romanian people’s interests, there existed this mercantile diplomacy who speak in a laudatory way about the Romanians and about their institutional achievements: ”La settima prouincia si e Vngaria, e anche a reame, sono molta giente, non u'a contadi grandi, confia colla Magnia e dall'altra sono cristiani Vngheri. In quella medesima prouincia sono i Rumeni e i Valacchi, e quali sono due grandi gienerezioni, e anno reame e sono paghani.” The other diplomatic document is a letter from Pope Clement VI in 1345 which in its turn tells about the Olathe-Roman (Olathe = Valachi = Romanian). Let us also contextually remind the fact that what defines our European characteristic is being transposed also under a religious dimension, when, without mistake, in a document dated June 6th, 1574, Transylvanian orthodoxy is defined in terms of romanam religionem. Hence, therefore, trade diplomacy or the pure, pontifical diplomacy record and report the Romanian realities highlighting their Roman origin. These are the signs of the testimony about the synchronism of Romanians’ the development affecting them as a nation with impact upon their fellows and who provide written testimony about the former.

We have insisted upon the deployment of forces in the XIVth – XVth centuries on the Romanian territory, since it is the time that establishes the tripartite pattern of the Romanian political and cultural action which is going to be treasured as such until 1859, despite all the developments in European society and the change of the forms of organization the world, including the dissolution Christianitas, the balance between the empires, the imposition of capital, the Reform, the Counter Reform or the appearance of economic relations based on capital, value accumulation etc.
Speaking about the tripartite matrix in which Romanians’ institutional fate will unfold, but we must emphasize, as it has become obvious from the material written above, often, despite the fragmentation of the state, all three Romanian Countries up to a certain point to, then Transylvania less, coordinated their movements rather well, worked on the big issues with the religious motivation as an underlying reason, but probably the nation’s solidarity reason as well. It is a fact that until the dissolution of Christianity, in the context of the progress made by the policies for the establishment of centralized monarchies within more or less national boundaries, immediately after resulting in the birth of the international relations system, the Romanian Countries acquire by means of their diplomacy rather relevant of its boldness and state self defense gained in the XIV\textsuperscript{th} century a status that does not immediately provide parity, but gives them responsibility for what we call the defense front of Christianity, and the configuration of the geopolitical map of pre-modern Europe. This is the interpretation that we provide regarding some moments in the history of the fifteenth century which reveal the minor power status, but useful and respectable in the context of the present European age (discovery of America in 1492 will lead to retrieving symbolic geographical contours of Europe and points out that despite its centrality and topical decision is part of a whole).

These moments mark Iancu de Hunedoara’s career. His humanist taste for metaphor beyond the well-established context (we are at the dawn of the third humanism) is obvious also from the words carved on his grave stone "faded out the light of the world" as a tribute of the Christian "world" that he defended from the threat of the Ottoman invasion and whose role should be overrated when talking of late medieval European solidarity, then a great responsibility of Stephen the Great for the fate of the late Europe crusade. Stefan the Great was the only Romanian prince who has been openly and honestly recognized the contribution to stopping the Ottoman invasion many years after the death of Jancu de Hunedoara by the most authorized public authority - Pope Sixtus IV. When he defines Moldova a: "This Gate of Christendom" he publicly sanctioned the place and the role Moldova played in the European architecture of solidarity and unanimity against the Ottomans. To place Stephen’s Modavia in Christianitas means to assign it the role of Christian peoples’ family member with a common European destiny, until today an aggregation source of integration policies towards a coherent common destiny. Finally one last argument (but one may invoke a lot of them) that may be invoked is encountered during the period of Orthodox Moldova before Stephen, when it participated at the Council of Ferrara-Florence (1437-1439) having a fully representative status. This is the first well-documented, direct and unmediated participation, of the representatives from a Romanian country to a structure with political-religious, "international", decision-making level, anyway at a secret meeting of political powers at the dawn of the Middle Ages (the Holy See, Roman-German Empire, the Byzantine Empire). Although he takes part on behalf of the Eastern Orthodox region, Damian, the Metropolitan of Moldavia, endorses the document of religious Union not only as an expression of obedience to the ecumenical patriarch, but as an expression of wish of the Moldovan state authority. We find ourselves actually many centuries before the European aggregation process, as participants by means of Moldova’s mediation to one attempt to overcome the political and religious censorship that has tormented our continent since the post Roman period until a few decades ago. Here is a reason to be quantified in the dynamic relations between Romania and the Western countries and that also testifies about the Western pressure that not infrequently characterized the political development of the Romanian Lands.

What is important for the diplomatic discourse, this time relying on the principle of otherness, are the press reports built on diplomatic information sent by specialized agencies. For the year 1600-1601 the so-called "avisi" - brief information sent by the representatives of the Roman Church in the territory, by the various Catholic missionaries, etc. - provide very interesting data regarding the
figure of Michael the Brave and the manner in which he and his political plans were perceived at the level of the Pontifical Curia exponents. From this point of view, even the religious connotations accompanying the events analysis are relevant for the reception of the developments in the then Transylvania of the Catholic world. Michael the Brave’s Greek belief is being underlined, and consequently, the lack of confidence - on this basis – on behalf of the Catholic world and Vatican authorities in Michael’s actions. Also, some data from the spring of 1600 insists on certain social issues - Michael the Brave was loved by the common people in Transylvania - and the use of such solutions for acquiring military and political rule in the principality was considered by representatives of the Roman Church as a dangerous example in the fight against the Ottoman Empire in the area. In fact, most of the documents reveal the diplomatic efforts of weddings in Poland and the Habsburg Empire meant to remove any misunderstanding between the two Christian powers - including disagreements over the management of the principality of Transylvania, that Poland did not want, as it was a neighboring province, under archduchy authority - so that the action against the Ottoman Empire sponsored by the papacy shall not suffer. Documents repeatedly underline Transylvania’s strategic position in defense of Christianity, as a bastion of what was still retained in the Kingdom of Hungary, as well as for the principality economic and territorial value („la Transilvania è grande, fertile et abbondante, et il propugnacolo di tutto il rimanente del Regno”.”). It is in the same context that is emphasized the role of the Romanian Country, seen as „un antemurale della Transilvania et un propugnacolo contro il Turco”. The last assessment is congruent with the expression addressed to Moldova as "questa porta della Cristianità" by Pope Sixt the IVth. So this is the way, like a spring over time that the Romanian countries by the discourse of courageous diplomacy managed to confirm by means of the foreign diplomatic agents voices their defending nature and their position as members of the family of nations, states and European interests, one of the most debated issues in Romanian historiography, a problem actually showing the road itself, i.e. the question of origins. This problem, dating back in the humanist period will permanently have a diplomatic reflex, at first understood in a cultural key, but further on as Romanian national conscience aggregated, has become an element with political conscience which will cause political reactions the most evident of which is the roeslerian theory. The situation is natural for a people with an old, but at the same time, enigmatic certification, with a language that is claimed by Rome, but with relatively late state organization. The origin of the Romanian people and of the Romanian language remains a controversial subject that developed in time two national myths from the cultural point of view that of Latin and of the Dacic origins. The Latin and the Dacic characteristics are concepts that represent the background of the Romanian language and of the Romanian people. Latin is a term that refers to the character of a nation, to its Latin origin and Dacianism is a domestic ideological trend expressing a set of specific characters of the Dacians. Both trends were born due to the fact that for centuries efforts were made to establish the origins of the Romanian people. The idea of the Latin origin attracts by means of the prestige of Roman history (military and political qualities, power), but also the Latin language, which was for centuries the foundation of the European culture. "This myth of the origin was quite obvious with us because it compensates for a series of inferiority complexes towards the power forces around us," said the historian Lucian Boia. The founding myth of our Latin origin was established by the Transylvanian School in the XVIIIth century. It is from here that stemmed the idea that we are not only descendants of the Romans, but also the successors of their history. In the mythology of Romanian origins, the Romans have a strong competitor: the Dacians. Dacianism popularity is explained by the heroism shown by the Geto-Dacians and by the mystery of a civilization far too little known, but also by the fascination of what is archaic. "The other myth of our origins refers to our return to the domestic area, about our resorting to the Dacians as our ancestors. Just like in the case with the Romans, this persistent look back to the past showed up from the desire to rise in rank an unsatisfactory present ", says Lucian Boia. Several personalities such as: D. Cantemir, C-tin Cantacuzino, the Moldavian
chroniclers, the representatives of the Transylvanian School and of forty-eighties generation, philosophers and historians have argued in favor of either the Latin or Dacian character, being attracted by certain features of these concepts, but our people is not entirely Latin or Dacian, it is a synthesis between the two, achieved through a historical process of large-scale and with huge consequences, a social-political change and organizational structure with its features standing out at the same time, of place, time and ethnic basis that it was grafted upon.

From the scientific point of view, the Romanian ethno-linguistic genesis, developed three theories: the north-Danubian theory (D. Cantemir, P. Major, B.P. Hasdeu), the theory of the origin of the north and south Danube (N. Iorga, Al. Rosetti, ADXenopol, S. Puscariu) and north of the Danube or immigration theory (FR Sulzer, Robert Roessler). The immigration theory is outlined by the political nature of the allegations made by foreign researchers who say that the Hungarians and Germans provided the territorial stability in the north part of the Danube. The second one, contrary to the above mentioned one, supports the idea of people’s unity and continuity on this territory due to the above said Romanization process. Thus, the Danube is not a language or an ethnic barrier; it is just an administrative border. The north of the Danube theory plays just historical role, it does not benefit from a very convincing scientific demonstration. The first Romanian scholar to have written about the Latin origin, about the unity of nation and of the language of all Romanians was Nicolaus Olahus (1493-1568). Olahus spoke in Latin to the whole of Europe, about the Latin character of the Romanian people, about their unity as a nation and language use "at a time when in the Romanian country the culture was predominantly of Slavonic expression, for example, Neagoe Basarab’s teachings towards his son Theodosius, and in Moldova, Macarie, Eftimie and Azariah wrote their chronicles using the same "language-boyar ruling." The Romanian ethno genesis was one of the major concerns of our first chroniclers who speak of our Roman origins, mentioning the existence of a dacic element. Grigore Ureche noted in "Chronicle of Moldavia": “The Romanian people, whether inhabitants of the Hungarian country or whether from Ardeal and Maramuresu are just like the ones from Moldavia, all descendents from Rome”.

He also demonstrates the Latin origin of the Romanian language, in a chapter devoted to this issue, entitled "For our Moldovan language," which concludes with pride that "it is from Rome that we have all descended and it is with Rome’s language that we mixed our language; in order to convince his readers of this truth, he gives a sample of Latin etymologies: from the so called ... rîmleni, whom we call Latins, for bread, they say, Panis, for chicken ... they said Galina, for woman ...they say mulier [...] and many other Latin words, that if consider in detail we may understand them all.” Ureche makes a new remark about the unity of the origin of the Moldavian and Wallachian people. The "medieval Latin" writing about Moldova and Wallachia mention that they "used to be a same place and a same country." The idea about the Roman origin and about the Romanian’s united language and nation is at the heart of Ureche’s Chronicle and from now on will be permanent in the humanist historiography. Miron Costin, Ureche's intellectual successor, speaks and brings new evidence with ever more enthusiasm, regarding both the origin of the people and of the language. Miron Costin dedicated to the problem of origins a separate work – About the Modavian nation, which nation did their ancestors come from (1686). This historical monograph represents the first overview of indigenous consciousness and unity of Latin Romania, present in the tradition of popular and scholarly items, and documents based on humanist historiography of that time. Unlike Grigore Ureche, who speaks only about Moldovan people, Miron Costin sees things in much wider scope. He is the first of Romanian scholars to explore the origins of the whole nation: “the thought to start this toil has overcome, to bring to light the way my people are, which roots and seeds have the inhabitants of Modavia, Wallachia and the Romanians from the Hungarian Country have spread from, as mentioned above, since we are all a nation".
is stimulated by a sense of duty to remove the "lack of knowledge about the beginning of this country" and to bring to light the truth, especially that "a bat writer" were forced to "clog with great shame" the Romanian people. Miron Costin, draws a synthesis of the structure of the Romanian language: "Where it should be Deus, or God we have Dumnezeu, al meu instead of Meuse, this is how the language broke down, what used to be coelum we have Ciera, homo - man; frons - forehead; Angelus - indzierul. Some remained even whole words: beard - beard, so did the month, and some very small differences. In addition, there were added later a few Hungarian words. Finally, taking the sacred from the Serbs, they added a few Slavonic words."

Late eighteenth century and early eighteenth century coincide with the Romanian Principalities rise to a new stage in international relations system, and the series of wars and Russian-Turkish negotiations or the Austrian-Russian-Turkish ones placed them at the forefront of European policy in this part of the continent, becoming - as Panin, Russia’s Chancellor said, - "to the main pierre d’achoppment " [1].

Obviously, the series of Russian-Austrian-Turkish wars marked the evolution of the Romanian lands, including the territorial clippings that they have applied, but there were wars that did not take into account the aspirations and the motivations of the Romanian population. The eighteenth century beyond these war avatars that destroyed or imposed upon the Romanian principalities serious shortcomings, saw something being made up, something that will mean the true Romanian spirit and intellectual ascension under the form of national consciousness. Transylvania started and provided this trend and the significants are Ioan Inochentie, Micu Klein and Supplex Libellus Valachorum.

The Supplex moment represents the apogee of the Romanian enlighten movements in Transylvania. Started at Blaj, the Romanian enlighten movement has set its main objectives consequently to the most urgent necessities. The actors of this movement couldn’t consider problems in an abstract way; they couldn’t preach the Enlightenment principles as stand alone values. Instead, they were asking for the same legal statute, which all the other Transylvanian inhabitants had in the context of the major changes, which had happened by incorporating the province and the Partium in the Austrian Empire.

The European significance of Horea’s uprising has been emphasized by the European historiography of the late eighteen’s century, as an argument for the western public opinion that the servile and dependency times were finally over. This is a great synchronism between the eighteen’s century Transylvanian Old Regime and the French Ancient Regime and this fact was proved by the French publicist and revolutionary Jacques Pierre Brissot.

We must emphasize that for the first time in the Romanian’s history, Horea’s uprising was common depicted topic in the pages of the weekly and half-yearly western journals, representing, without want, an anticipation of some sort of public diplomacy and a way of relating the non Romanian public opinion to the Transylvanian events.

The beginnings of the Romanian diplomacy – The Romanian’s European Identity as a premise of the diplomatic activity between the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century

The movement led by Tudor Vladimirescu represents the first affirmation of the Romanian’s European identity in the nineteenth century. Concerning the European characteristics of Tudor
Vladimirescu’s Revolution, we consider interesting to mention the fact that between June December 1814 – the moment coincides with Vienna Congress (which took place in the late 1814 and the beginning of 1815) - Tudor Vladimirescu was in Vienna, right in the middle of the decisions’ melting pot which was about to change Europe. Although the nature of those decisions was conservative, the liberal ideas were present in the Viennese atmosphere. This is why it’s not hard to presume that the liberal ideas that were preaching liberty and resistance against the oppressors – their nature depending from one country to another –, and which were common to both the American and the French revolution, represented the main inspiration source for Tudor Vladimirescu’s revolution. Even the main document of the revolution “The wishes of the Romanian people” represents a clear example of the influence that the European events had over the Romanian leader.

The text of the document elaborated by Tudor Vladimirescu – that claimed the abolition of the nobility’s privileges and the obligation of the ruler named by the Porte to respect the wish of the people; in order to become a state official one should worth it; a thorough reform in justice, administration, education, army (by establishing a permanent army force), and abolishing the internal custom houses – besides its inner value, represents a further proof of added value in comparison with the similar events that had taken place in Europe.

The moment of 1848 with all its bourgeois-liberal tumultuous, marks the opening of the European doors to the Romanian nation, even if at that time it was split in three.

For the Romanian nation, the historians consider that the revolution of 1848 represented the first true entrance in the world’s big history not only because of its superior programs and actions quality, but also because of its simultaneity with all the other revolutionary movements that took place on the continent.

The revolutionary events of 1848 took place almost simultaneously in Moldavia, Transylvania and Walachia, and the programs contained a lot of common claims, fact that emphasizes the unitary development of the intellectual superstructure inside the three Romanian countries. The tempestuous year of 1848 has brought into light a lot of intellectuals such as Ion Heliaș Rădulescu, Nicolae Bălcescu, Ion C. Brătianu, Mihail Kogălniceanu, Simion Bărnuțiu, Avram Iancu and many others, who were schooled in the European universities, exposed or not to liberal or Masonic ideas, with contacts in the diplomatic saloons of the époque and with natural or learned negotiation abilities.

After more that two centuries and as an expression of the Romanian national desideratum, the Revolution in Walachia and Moldavia has brought into question political unification and autonomy – an immediate premise of gaining independence from the suzerain and protective powers – The Ottoman Empire and Russia. In fact, these will represent the premises of the Romanian diplomatic activities in the next three decades and after 1878 until 1918. This is the moment in which the inefficient and clientage system of the Romanian diplomats at the Porte had to cease its existence and to give way to the new attitude of the pragmatic diplomacy philosophy, which besides the dull representative services had to work hard to safeguard the national interests. The historical act of 24th January 1859 represented the first step in the establishment of the unitary Romanian state. Imposed after a powerful popular pressure, especially in Bucharest, the election of Alexandru Ioan Cuza as ruler of Walachia was reconfirmed at the manifestation held in the honor of his arrival in the capital city. The Unification of the Romanian Principalities had a great relevance for the international relations, because of the special nature of this phase in which “the Romanian state was defending its national interests, its main representative for its foreign affairs
policy being the ruler himself’, who acted through its permanent official representatives or special emissaries, or by himself whenever it was about the superior national interests. In this new phase, the foreign affairs policy of the Principalities gained new features: became common for the both provinces; was self-standing, belonged to the country and not to the ruler and all the internal problems had external implications.

At 9th of May 1877 (old style), the Romanian Principality, which was officially under Ottoman suzerainty had declared its independence. Mihail Kogălniceanu – foreign affairs minister – declared that “we are a free and independent nation”. It seemed that the whole Romanian history since the Medieval Age has been melted in this short declaration.

Connecting the inter-war Romania (1918-1939) to the European values. Innovations of speech and diplomatic practices

In fact, leaving aside Romanian’s tribulations during the First World War, when the weapons had spoken and the diplomats were silent, the most important result of this conflagration was the unification of the Romanian territories. The tribute paid in lost lives and material losses has been incredibly high, but the consequences for our country were positive: as Lucian Blaga was saying, the “great Romania” has been built, a country for the unified Romanian nation, which was a millenary aspiration if not multi-secular.

When the weapons went silent, the diplomats started talking and at least for Romania’s concern, they proved a remarkable maturity and efficiency, emphasizing not only the fact that the Romanian diplomacy became more bureaucratic, but also that it became more efficient and rational in terms of Romanian national pragmatism. The Versailles Treaties system represented the political and legal signal of ending the first major world conflagration, which had involved more than 33 countries, with over 1 billion population, with millions of victims and unimaginable destructions and which had caused the disappearance of four empires: the Austrian-Hungarian and Ottoman Empires (both divided), the Tsarist and the German Empires.

In the Romanian case, the most significant was the Trianon treaty, which found Romania already as a united nation through the people’s wish expressed directly in Alba Iulia on the 1st of December 1918.

The objectives of the foreign affair’s policy, elaborated before the World War I, were successfully met at the peace conference that took place in the following years. The intangibility of the peace treaties, the strong relationships with the successors states of the Danubian monarchy, with France and England, maintaining normal relations with the neighbor countries, protecting suzerainty, independence and territorial integrity, the lack of involvement in other countries’ internal affairs, the legal equality of all states provided in all the conferences in order to solve all European political and economical problems, were the main fields in which the Romanian diplomacy has distinguished itself, all these agreeing with the wishes of the Romanian people after the World War I.

“We want to be the friends of all nations, with no exception” – N. Titulescu declared – “but regarding our own affairs we accept no other master that ourselves”.

Among the ways discussed in the Romanian political and military circles, designed to insure and protect the national independence and territorial integrity, the most important role was held by the political and military alliances with the countries whose foreign affairs policy had similar objectives with the Romanian ones. As such, the political and military alliances signed by
Romania in the inter-war period met the purpose of maintaining the legitimate defense objectives imposed by the general policy of the unitary state, of rejecting any aggression, of maintaining the status-quo of peace and security in the South-East and Eastern Europe.

The Romanian political and diplomatic steps were taken considering the fact that in alliance with other small and medium European countries Romania could play an important role in countering the aggressive war forces. The system of political and military alliances built by Romania in the inter-war period was based upon the bilateral defensive alliance with Poland, the collective security alliances with the states of the Small Agreement (Romania, Yugoslavia, and Czechoslovakia) and with the countries of the Balkan Agreement (Romania, Greece, Yugoslavia and Turkey), the political and diplomatic arrangement with France.

From the point of view of the military and political decision takers in Bucharest, the two regional alliances – The Small and the Balkan Agreement – united by Romania and Yugoslavia could work as a dam against the German and Italian march to the South-Eastern Europe. In the pre-war years the war potential of Romania, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Turkey and Greece together with England’s, France’s, and Soviet Union’s support could insure a defense front against the revisionist and revanchist forces.

The giving up policy of the western powers in front of the revisionist and revanchist forces enabled the offensive of the revanchist forces toward the Eastern and South-Eastern Europe. The conquest of Austria, Czechoslovakia and Poland by the Germans, which took place between 1938-1939, had as a result the dissolution of the two regional alliances and with it the breakdown of Romania’s inter-war political and military defense system.

**Continuity and discontinuity of Romania’s involvement in the European concert during the pos-war years and the Cold War (1947-1989)**

In the first phase of the Dej’s leadership (1948-1956), the foreign affairs policy was dominated by a full obedience to the objectives imposed by Moscow, fact which determined some of the researchers to argue that in the case of the Romanian Popular Republic and the whole Eastern-European block, there never existed a self-standing foreign affairs policy. Some may say that the cultural background which has enabled Bucharest’s position in the foreign affairs field until Stalin’s death and the beginning of the “new start” was highly primitive one, centered on maintaining the power no matter the costs; and this was the same during the post-Stalinist period which has determined a long row of different intensity conflicts with the soviet authorities. One can easily observe the cultural precariousness that has saturated the foreign affairs policy of the Romanian communists in the following events, giving an adequate and ruthless diagnosis of the ideological profile of the Bucharest leaders and their behavior in those unsafe and risky circumstances.

The following decade was the witness of a surprising and even intrigue re-orientation of the Romanian foreign affairs policy. In the context of the recent disputes between the soviet and Chinese authorities regarding the socialist state’s relations with the “Imperialist states”, the Romanian Labor Party has managed to impose its point of view concerning the disputes inside CMEA (Council of Mutual Economic Assistance). Inside this organism, Moscow was trying to bring into credit the idea that the best economic direction for the socialist countries implies a high specialization of production, which meant that the most industrialized communist states (The German Democrat Republic, Czechoslovakia) would have continued to concentrate their resources
and production toward continuing the industrialization process, while the least developed states (Romania and Bulgaria) would have abandoned the development of their heavy industry for agriculture. In this way, Khrushchev assumed the optimization of the internal economy of the socialist group. The Romanian part disagreed with such direction and the conflict which appeared after the opposition of the Romanian economists against the soviet proposal of restructuring the CMEA, had three parts and represented a corner stone for the Bucharest-Moscow relations. First, and the most important, was the political dimension: a big part of the fragile legitimacy of the regime was mostly due to the forced industrialization. Transforming the peasants into workers – which the regime had developed in order to acquire a massive work force – brought them some undeniable benefits in contrast to their past life conditions. Moreover, radical redesign of the economic policy brings into question the insecurity and distrusts that were partly kept low with big sacrifices by the Bucharest leaders. Besides all these, the Romanian political elite was well aware of the fact that such economic change would require a new political effort, and such things were mandatory to be discouraged. The first years of Ceausescu’s époque unfolded into a favorable international climate. On the internal side, the new general secretary changes the name of the party into the Romanian Communist Party, and at the tenth Congress Romania becomes a Socialist Republic, having a new Constitution and the first-secretary denomination being replaced with the general secretary.

On the outside, the RSR was continuing its autonomy policy initiated in the last years of Gheorghiu-Dej, upgrading its relations with the German Federal Republic in 1967 at embassy level (the commercial relations were initiated in 1963). In the same year, Romania adopts a different position from the rest of the communist block regarding the Six Days War, avoiding naming and condemning Israel as an aggressor state. As recognition and rewarding of the Romanian foreign affairs policy, the Foreign Affairs Minister Corneliu Mănescu was invited to preside the UN General Assembly (September 1967).

In 1968, Ceauşescu’s Romania was opposing Czechoslovakia’s invasion. A clear manifestation of the international sympathy toward the regime was the visit of the American president, Richard Nixon to Romania in the following year, the first visit of an American president to a member state of the socialist block. The capital of international sympathy won by Ceauşescu during Czechoslovakia’s invasion, didn’t wear out until the late 1970s and it is estimated that it was kept relatively constant until the beginning of the 1980s.

At the beginning of December 1989, Ceauşescu’s regime was confronted with an ‘isolated internationalism’, pronounced not only by the hostility with which it was perceived in the west, but also by the distrust showed by the other members of the socialist block, with few exceptions from Albany and the German Democratic Republic.

**Rediscovering Romanian’s continental vocation and the contribution of the post-revolutionary diplomacy to the European and international identity**

The fall of the communist regime in Romania, the disintegration of the socialist system and the disintegration of the USSR brought the Romanian nation on the way of democracy, market economy and to those political and economical forms and structures confirmed by history as the most capable of insuring, at least at a theoretical level, the liberty and the prosperity of nations.

This was a short summary of the long distance covered by our country in order to enter the European family, a family with many problems but with lots of opportunities, which has
monitored Romania during negotiations and adhering process for its structural shortcomings. Thus, as the discussions concerning Romania’s association and adherence to the European Economic Community/ European Union grew more intense, the discourse of the Romanians decision takers had to change, to become more technical, more appropriate to the European demands.

The phases after 1877, which was marked by achieving the independence statute, when the pre-modern powers were giving signs of exhaustion when confronted with the tumult of the nations, have established a diplomatic speech and thinking patterns subordinated to the need of achieving a final territorial reconfiguration for the countries that were under different suzerainties or administrations. The diplomatic discourse was mainly build upon the nationalist resources, on the primary solidarity elements that were emphasizing the family concept, and the relationship existing between family, local community and the nation.

After achieving national unity and the Great Romania, the diplomatic discourse has been focused on the purpose of insuring national security and stability of the unification and on gaining an equal and honorable place between the other nations in a Europe divided by vain glory. The diplomatic discourse was therefore balanced and had tried through the famous Nicolae Titulescu to avoid being shallow and double dealing. In fact, the evolution of the Romanian pre-war foreign affairs policy was highly coherent to the principles assumed with the Treaty of Versailles.

The communist regime has had some discourse and content fluctuations, which depended on numerous factors such as the soviet influence through its Stalinist and Khrushchev’s manifestations, the moderate national communism policy marked by a slight preference for liberal cultural ideas of Europe and the continental unity feelings scattered by General de Gaulle’s projections. The late communist period has been darkened by a rapacious and hyper-nationalistic dictatorship that had practiced a very technical diplomacy, on a superficial level and with a highly nationalistic discourse in which the proto-Chronics elements were excessively used.

The discourse inheritance of the Romanian diplomacy was therefore a varied one, but marked through the late communist period, both in content and in form, with several penetrations of the bureaucratic system by certain structures of EID (External Information Direction). The new Romanian diplomacy had to fight against the distrust of other foreign offices and to play as transparent as possible with a new team during 1991-1992, the first electoral cycle. The discourse has changed radically especially on Romania’s strategic direction of development: the European integration.

The first Romanian Foreign Affairs Minister after December ’89 was Mr. Sergiu Celac. His mandate was short, but intense and he has made the transition form Romania’s controversial and dry discourse during the late Ceausescu period, to a more modern, coherent and ambitious diplomatic discourse, but still highly declarative as there were little evidence to prove the transfer from the totalitarian to the democratic regime. In fact, for the foreign diplomacy, until the first democratic elections that took place after the communist period, Romania was still a country with high potential, but with little predictability concerning its future direction, due to the fluctuations characteristic to the ex-soviet space in that time.

The fluctuations mentioned above, correlated with the European Commission’s new re-positioning after 1989 transformed the first contacts into mild diplomatic explorations.

I would like to emphasize the fact that the position of the European Economic Communities and then of the European Union, was not fixed nor structured, but always in accordance with the
evolutions that took place on the European stage, with the global changes, with the political changes of the border member states of EEC, and thus our country’s means of connecting and integration had to permanently adapt, technically speaking, to update and to upgrade itself in order to provide a correct adjustment to the movements made by the other actors who were either encouraging Romania’s integration, or being pessimist about it and giving Romania a cold shoulder.

As such the mandate of the first post-communist Foreign Affairs Minister consisted mainly of re-establishing diplomatic contacts and the low enthusiasm determined by the fall of the communist regime was quickly replaced by a cold and rational policy. The diplomatic discourse that has evolved during the ‘90s to the “politically correct” discourse, which is regarded by many analysts as state hypocrisy, had positive effects for Romania although some may say it was cautious, very cautious. The Romanian diplomacy which has rapidly passed through a purgation process that has eliminated some of the most controversial personalities, had to learn fast the pragmatism lesson needed to build the new positioning.

As I emphasized before, the uncertainty that was dominating the ex-soviet space regarding the evolution of USSR and its willing to neutrally observe the evolution to democracy beyond the concepts of “glasnost and perestroika”, was dramatic at least in the beginning. The events that took place in August 1991 and the Moscow putsch represented an alarm bell.

We must not disregard Romania’s positioning toward the United States of America and its European ambitions. We must underline the fact that these aspirations were closely observed by the USA, which has carefully considered Romania’s inclination toward the EEC and then EU and their influence to come after completing the association and integration process, and therefore USA’s economic influence could not be limited by such ambitions in terms of economic competition and the free flow of capital and should enjoy all the privileges that the Romanian market and government could offer.

That’s why we should closely analyze the Romanian diplomacy in the first decade after December 1989, when it was forced by the occasions to develop between the tensions accumulated between its European orientation and the tensions created by the only superpower who could assign an important role in programming and planning its national security themes with the help of NATO. After the first free elections since December 1989, in May 1990 a new government was put into place with Petre Roman as Prime-Minister and Adrian Nastase as Foreign Affairs Minister. This government was a transitional one that has assumed the reform process of the centralized economic system and Romania’s first concrete and dynamic positioning on the international stage. The fact that there had been some strategic mistakes in managing the economical transition would have a long term impact on the integration schedule that was based on the functional market economy. But this is an argument that we will not thoroughly discuss because it goes way beyond our current research theme.

From the government’s external image point of view, Roman had to deal with many negative events, which were poorly managed at that time and therefore determined a harsh erosion of the government’s image and generated a wave of mistrust in the administrative and political abilities of the new government, not only because of their incapacity of dealing firmly those accidents of transition, but mostly because their inability to prevent it by dialogue and concessions as the principles of participative democracy and popular inquiry would have demanded. In fact, the 1990’s turbulences (the miner uprisings) had generated a wave of mistrust that persisted almost a decade and which in the end was dissolved not by the positive internal events (there was still a
second miner uprising in 1999) but by some fortunate changes in the foreign affairs policy that had abandoned sensitiveness and sentimentalism for pragmatism.

Between 1992 and 1996 the foreign affairs mandate was held by Teodor Meleşcanu, a professional from the Foreign Affairs Ministry. From the point of view of tightening relations with Europe those years were marked by stagnation because the European decisions makers were lacking trust in Romania’s democratic direction and alliance policy.

The government built by the Democratic Convention and the UDMR, which has assumed Romania’s administration between 1996 and 2000 was characterized by a relative fluidity in managing the Romanian diplomacy with 3 ministers – Adrian Severin, Andrei Pleșu and Petre Roman – assuming the Foreign Affairs mandate. Each of them had its own vision regarding Romania’s adherence process to the European Union, and thus the mandate was divided although the general discourse coherence that was oriented on the two fundamental goals: European integration and NATO membership. The political difficulties which were the main features of this coalition, had been doubled on an administrative level by the newly formed Ministry of European Integration that theoretically had a technical purpose, but which in fact was competing with the role of Foreign Affairs Ministry in relationship with the European institutions.

The elections won by the Romanian Social Democracy Party in December 2000, had brought a new Foreign Affairs Minister. The new minister was Mircea Geoană. He was closely assisted by Prof. Vasile Puşcas, Romania’s chief-negotiator with the European Union. During the social-democratic administration, Romania’s orientation has been finally a rational and occidental one, marked mostly by Romania’s adherence to NATO and then by finalizing Romania’s adherence negotiations to the EU and by preparing the adherence treaty, which was signed by the new government and the new Foreign Affairs Minister, Mihai-Răzvan Ungureanu at Luxemburg on the 25th of April 2005. At the 1st of January 2007, Romania officially became a member of the European Union.

With this research we wanted to emphasize the way in which the building of the Romanian community reflects its external orientation, its mostly positive and sometimes negative positioning toward the countries with which we had a relationship. We can’t look over the fact, that in contrast with the other nations with which our country tried to unify its destiny solidarity (in the current context this means integration, unity being a way too far aspiration) we had some difficult times that marked us either in a direct or in a collateral manner. Despite all that, the European matrix that was the cradle of the contemporary civilization and the most popular civilizing formula in the history of the human kind, has remained the river bed to which the Romanian culture in its post-modern form confluentes, bringing within a historical and anthropological heritage that the whole bureaucratic state apparatus exposes in its relationship with others.

In fact this vision it’s in some way regulated by the modern political and legal science when one talks about “multilevel constitutionalism”, which imagines Europe as integrated levels of governance with multiple institutions that form a decentralized and polyarchycal structure of decision taking process.

Despite the excessive use of technical language and attitudes, the current diplomacy and the corresponding diplomatic discourse doesn’t belong anymore to starched elite, but reflects, absorbs and assumes in a democratic context, the ambitions of the Romanian community that are being expressed simultaneously with the identities of other communities. Therefore, the Romanian community has as main reason and expression glory its national history that reflects the growth,
development and the Romanian nation’s potential, which in certain conditions can be expressed through diplomacy.
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